
Characters D6 / Arro Basteren (Human Rebel Soldier)

Name: Arro Basteren

Homeworld: Ertegas

Died: 0 BBY, Scarif

Species: Human

Gender: Male

Hair color: Brown

Eye color: Blue

Skin color: Fair

Dex: 2D

         Blaster: 5D+1

         Dodge: 4D+2

         Brawling Parry: 4D

         Grenade: 3D

         Missile Weapons: 5D

         Vehicle Blasters: 4D

Know: 2D

         Bureaucracy: 3D

         Streetwise: 3D+2

         Survival: 4D+2

Perc: 3D

         Hide: 4D+2

         Search: 5D+2

         Sneak: 5D+1

Str: 3D

         Brawling: 5D+2

         Climbing/Jumping: 4D+1

Mech: 3D

        Communications: 4D+1

        Sensors: 4D

        Repulsorlift Operation: 5D+1

Tech: 2D

         Blaster Repair: 4D+1

         Demolitions: 4D

         Security: 3D+2

         First Aid: 4D

Move: 10

Force Sensitive: No

Force Points: 1



Dark Side Points: 0

Character Points: 4

Equipment:

         Flak Armour (+1D Physical, +2 Energy), Blaster Rifle (5D), Grenades, Timed Detonators., Comlink,

Binoculars

Description: Arro Basteren was a human male soldier who grew up on the planet Ertegas and joined the

Alliance to Restore the Republic in their fight against the Galactic Empire during the Galactic Civil War.

He became a member of the Marine Corps of the Rebel Alliance Special Forces and was a private,

primarily serving as spotter to the sniper Serchill Rostok. Basteren was one of several soldiers

recommended by General Davits Draven for possessing the fearlessness and self-awareness and

considered by the general for a potential mission to raid the headquarters of Saw Gerrera's Partisans on

Jedha. Later, he and his fellow soldiers volunteered for an unsanctioned mission to steal the Death Star's

plans from the Citadel Tower on the planet Scarif in 0 BBY. Basteren perished in the battle that followed,

helping to ensure that the plans were transmitted to the Alliance Fleet.

Biography

Early life

Arro Basteren was a human male soldier who was born on the agriworld of Ertegas in the Anoat sector.

He grew up there, protecting his family's crops from woshrikes and other dangerous creatures which

sharpened his eyesight and helped him develop the skill of seeking out and destroying the enemy. He

eventually joined the Alliance to Restore the Republic in their fight against the Galactic Empire during the

Galactic Civil War, with whom he served as a private in the Rebel Alliance Special Forces' Marine Corps,

and found a natural place as a scout.

Rebel Alliance service

In the Rebel Alliance, Basteren acted as a spotter for the renowned sniper Corporal Serchill Rostok,

uncovering targets using Q4-E quadnoculars and passing the information on to Rostok. His primary task

was maintaining situational awareness and environmental status in the midst of battle. During his service,

he was recognized by General Davits Draven for both his fearlessness and self-awareness. For this

reason, when Draven had doubts that the former member of the resistance fighter Saw Gerrera's

Partisans Jyn Erso would successfully connect with Gerrera on the moon of Jedha, he recommended

Basteren and several other soldiers to Rebellion chancellor Mon Mothma for a potential raid of the

Partisan headquarters in Jedha's Catacombs of Cadera. The general sent a biography of Basteren to

Mothma and suggested they start with those soldiers and build a larger squad around them.

In 0 BBY, once Erso had successfully completed the mission to connect with Gerrera and learned of the

Empire's Death Star superweapon, Basteren and the same group of Rebel soldiers volunteered to join

her in an unsanctioned mission to steal the Death Star's plans from the Citadel Tower on the planet

Scarif. The volunteer squad took the improvized callsign "Rogue One" and infiltrated the planet's

defenses in the stolen Zeta-class Heavy Cargo Shuttle SW-0608. On Scarif, Basteren was among a

squad that set out to create a distraction and draw the Empire's forces so that Erso and a small team

could sneak into the Citadel and find the plans. He and the others ultimately gave their lives in the



fighting to ensure the plans were transmitted to the Alliance Fleet.

Legacy

The intelligence update to Mon Mothma that featured Draven's recommendation and biography of Arro

Basteren was eventually included in The Rebel Files, a collection of documents relating to the Rebel

Alliance compiled by the archivist Hendri Underholt. When The Rebel Files were recovered in 34 ABY

after being lost during the bombardment of Durkteel in 4 ABY, the documents were passed on the

General Leia Organa of the Resistance and several Resistance members read them. Resistance officer

and former Rebel Caluan Ematt read Draven's recommendation of Basteren and his fellow soldiers and

commented that Draven was on to something in selecting them, as evidenced by Basteren's volunteering

for the unsactioned mission to Scarif that resulted in his death.

Personality and traits

As member of Rebel Alliance Special Forces, he was a brave and resilient individual. Basteren was

among a group of Rebel soldiers that General Davits Draven believed possessed the genuine

fearlessness needed to undertake a mission with long odds and the self-awareness needed to survive

more than a minute during such a mission.

Skills and abilities

Arro Basteren was a first-class rebel soldier. Basteren had sharp eyesight and a knack for uncovering

and destroying the enemy, both skills honed by keeping his family's crops protected from woshrikes and

other dangerous creatures on his homeworld. 
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